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Lighting a candle is a symbolic
way to honor someone’s life.
At HealGrief.org
It’s simply a way to show that
someone’s spirit lives on in the
hearts they leave behind.
The Candle Gallery is where
someone can remember a loved
one, on special days or any day.
Our Mission:
To create a universal awareness and understanding of grief and
provide a virtual community, without geographical boundaries, where
individuals can connect, heal and memorialize their loved one.

Our Vision:
For individuals to transform their grief into
a celebration of life for a loved one and
the life they lived.

Our Hope:
To redefine how our culture perceives death and dying.
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It’s where others can show the
bereaved that their loved ones
are not forgotten and are
remembered too.

Share your thoughts
Here you can find community and support by sharing your thoughts and experience
with grief. Our discussion threads offer opportunity for general discussions as well as
threads that are specific to the relationship of the person that died.
Send words of support
To often a tragedy reaches the hearts of those around the world, often leaving us
helpless. Here you can offer your support and express your grief.

Share from any page.
At HealGrief.org you’ll
be able to let others
know, that you and
yours are always
remembered.

Scents, sights, and songs can be reminders of your loved one.
There are many local and national
resources. Select a state to find those
most readily available to you.
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The HealGrief app will allow you to easily express your
grief or thoughts from wherever you may be.

In addition to the features presented, at HealGrief.org one can:
• Write an online obituary and forward it to those that need to be notified of
a loved ones death.
• Create a memorial sharing photos and stories and celebrate the life and
the memories of a loved one.
• Learn how to support a friend or family member and learn how to honor
their traditions.
• Explore traditional and non-traditional ways to memorialize a loved one.
• Design your own goodbyes with thought provoking ideas.
• Find information about grief and how different relationships can impact the
grieving and healing process.
Light A Candle Today And Celebrate Your Loved Ones Life!

HealGrief.org offers itself to individuals and to the community of healthcare
professionals, agencies and organizations providing grief support services,
information and resources to those they serve.
We invite you to browse through our site to explore the breath of its functionality.

HealGrief is a 501c3 that offers its services and resources completely free of charge.
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Program Accomplishments
Demand for our organization is growing.

The graph reflects a baseline of measurement at zero and measures HealGrief visitors.

HealGrief officially launched it’s website in May 2013.
It compares the growth in traffic from the 2nd to the current 3rd quarter indicating increased traffic, often
at over 100%
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HealGrief analytics further prove that users are spending significantly more time on
individual pages as well as viewing more pages per each user visit.
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Our analytics show us that we’ve had the pleasure to offer a gallery where users can light
candles and in memory of a loved one.

(2,116 Candles were lit)
(571 Candles were lit)

When comparing consecutive quarters, evidence shows that four times as many candles were lit.

During that same period of comparison,
viewer appreciation for the gallery went from
392 Facebook “likes” to over 5,800 during
that same period.

Our memorials continue to grow
During the period of April 1, 2013 – June 30, 2013 our users created eight memorials
During the period of July 1, 2013 – September 27, 2013 our users created an additional 145 memorials

Our growth allows us to launch our new program, “gifts of kindness” to help bereaved families.

Thanks to our benefactors and donors,
HealGrief has had the pleasure of serving thousands of bereaved individuals and those
looking to support them.
HealGrief is proud to announce it is developing community specific candle gallery pages.
HealGrief will launch a new program, “gifts of kindness” helping bereaved families that have
become financially burdened due to the death of a primary caregiver or income earner.

Income and Expenses
July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013
Organizational Income
Individual Contributions

29,534

Total Income

29,534

Programming Expenses
Online Support – Website

12,813

Organization Expenses
Administration

2,144

Total Expenses

14,957

End of Year Net Assets

14,577

Revenue was derived primarily from individual contributions and online donations
Programming expenses consists of online marketing and outreach to online communities for those in need resulting
from tragedy and/or trauma.
Organization expenses were minimal and were primarily for permits, licenses and shipping.

When the cold air chills a hummingbird, it’s body lies as if it’s died.
But with the warmth of the sun, the hummingbird takes flight again.
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